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insect cold hardiness: metabolic, gene, and protein adaptation - insect cold hardiness: metabolic,
gene, and protein adaptation1 kenneth b. storey and janet m. storey ... insect cold hardiness are carbohydrate
cryoprotectants, afps ... as well as in one plant and one frog species; much characterization of their action
plant cold hardiness - springer - plant cold hardiness: gene regulation and genetic engineeringledited by
paul h. li and tapio pal va. p. cm. inciudes bibliographical references (p. ). ... biosciences, plant molecular
biology and forest biotechnology center of excellence 2001-2005 and merck eurolab. an overview of cold
hardiness in woody plants: seeing the ... - plant cold hardiness laboratory and would go on to staff many
of the horticulture departments in the u.s. and canada. the seminal paper by weiser (1970) often is cited for its
recognition that changes in proteins during cold acclimation also implied changes in gene expression. “bud”
genomics of cold hardiness in woody plants - the term cold hardiness or freezing tolerance is used to represent, in a general sense, the ability of plants to adapt to and ... distinct set of changes in gene expression
(chinnusamy et al., ... plant cold hardiness. a. overview of cold hardiness the term cold hardiness is used to
represent, in a general nucleotide diversity and linkage disequilibrium in cold ... - nucleotide diversity
and linkage disequilibrium in cold-hardiness- and ... cold tolerance in plant species, we selected 500 genes and
... nucleotide diversity and linkage disequilibrium in douglas fir 2031. table 1 (continued) gene product
abbreviated gene name genetic and physiological aspects of cold hardiness in ... - genetic and
physiological aspects of cold hardiness in rhododendron anu vÄinÖlÄ department of plant biology plant
breeding university of helsinki finland academic dissertation in plant breeding to be presented, with the
permission of the faculty of agriculture and forestry of the a candidate gene-marker approach to improve
cold hardiness ... - a cold-regulated gene (cor), was positively associated with plant autumn height but
negatively associated with root mass in the wisfal-6 parent and not association to taproot metabolites content;
it explained up to 11.4% of the winter hardiness variation in the segregating population. v25b1, a cor gene,
was associated to plant cold acclimation: the role of abscisic acid - cold acclimation in contrast to
correlative studies on gene expression. a great deal of research in the area of lt tolerance has been conducted
on the model plant arabidopsis thaliana, which has a lim-ited cold hardiness potential. arabidopsis is probably
not a good model in which to study cold accli-mation of hardy species that have a second ... genetic analysis
of cold hardiness in a population of ... - gene or chromosome is responsible for cold hardiness in our
population; however, the study suggests that several genes may play a small role. keywords: cold hardiness,
acclimation, low temperature exotherm, norton, cabernet sauvignon, molecular breeding, quantitative trait loci
this abstract is approved as to form and content characterization of the glycerol-3-phosphate ... improve plant cold resistance [15]. it is widely believed that glycerol-3-phosphate acyltrans-ferases play an
important role in the cold-resistant ability of plants. the effect of the gpat gene on plant cold hardiness has
been confirmed to be significant. for example, introducing purification and characterization of ... - plant
physiology - 1h is a distinct gene product, present only in hardened needles. therefore, cr-1h can be
considered to be a cold-hardiness- specific gr isozyme, and cr-1nh can be considered to be specific for
nonhardened needles. it is proposed that cr-1h is a cold- acclimation protein. conifers are relatively susceptible
to freezing temperatures review deacclimation and reacclimation of cold-hardy ... - deacclimation and
reacclimation of cold-hardy plants: current understanding and emerging concepts scott r. kalberera, michael
wisniewskib, ... and the consequent cold hardiness transitions in plants are discussed and debated. ... capacity
play a signiﬁcant role in determining plant hardiness mutants deficient in cold hardiness what can they
reveal ... - mutants deficient in cold hardiness what can they reveal about freezing tolerance? gareth j.
warren, glenn thorlby, and irene bramke* i. overview mutations that affect cold hardiness, if their effects are
specific, identify proteins that help to protect plant cells against chilling or freezing. this offers an approach to
cold breeding for winter hardiness in cereals - researchgate - key words: winter cereals, cold hardiness,
selection methods, gene transfer, gene regulation, gene expression ... 1995) because these regions appear to
have a significant influence on plant cold ... eric j. stockinger department of horticulture and crop ... eric j. stockinger department of horticulture and crop science the ohio state university/oardc ... lectures
delivered for the 9th international plant cold hardiness seminar short course ... regulation of the arabidopsis
cbf family of ap2 transcriptional activators as an early step in cold-induced cor gene expression. plant j.
16:433-442 ...
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